
All we’ve lost, yet haven’t lost, still here: in the aperture of 
your eyes synced with your shutter opening/closing, 
opening/closing like your heartbeats, letting us still 
love what you loved, still see what you knew we’d 
never see again. Here: out of the darkroom of your 
death, the youth of your South Beach soul still aglow 
with the vintage sun of the 70’s glinting over the 
ocean like Morse code messaging the past. 

Here: the rays your film caught like a copper rain, still 
showering down on flowery swim caps and bathing 
suits before they wilted into the glamor of mojitos and 
Maseratis along Ocean Drive. Here: your panorama 
of scattered footprints forever ingrained in chiseled 
sand, forever the same tone of tan I remember, along 
a shore that will never erode from my memory of 
gathering seashells I can still cup to my ear and hear 
the clicks of your camera in the sea’s echo. 

Here: the pendulum of palm trees still swaying still, keeping 
lost time, their fronds always waving hello, waving 
goodbye into your camera’s eye, against the backdrop 
of waves still breaking still. Here: the crisp hues of 
perky-pinks, pearly-blues, and precious-mauves 
your lens preserved, still decorating Art Deco hotels 
frosted like birthday cakes, celebrating an age of 
golden lives your sharp focus kept from fading away. 

Click: I remember the kaleidoscope mish-mash of lawn 
chairs as colorful as the lives seated in them, the 
faces you zoomed-in on, letting me hear their silent 
stories as epic as the horizon, as wise as the wind, as 
melancholy as the seagull’s cries. Click: I remember 
a widow still dolled-up in a chiffon sundress and silk 
head scarf, still flirting with the ghost of her husband’s 
lost gaze. Click: I remember a couple’s leathery hands 
still woven together, still alive in the laughter of each 
other’s crinkled eyes. 

Click: I remember a grandfather still wearing his dapper golf 
cap, smoking a cigar, dancing Polka poolside with the 
ladies. Click: I remember girlfriends kvetching, still 
posing like beauty pageant contestants, as wrinkled 
as the ocean’s waves behind them, as ageless as its 
teal eternity. Click: I remember holocaust survivors 
who managed a smile for you, healing by forgetting—
for a close-up second—what they can never forget.

Click-click-click: I remember myself as a teenage boy, loving 
what you saw, seeing what you loved. I remember 
all of it: me, them, you, now and forever basking in 
the light of your light still shining on us, allowing us 
to believe time can indeed be captured, to give us 
hope that our lives, like yours, live beyond our lives, 
to let us trust that our mortal flesh can be pictured 
immortal. Click.
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What You Didn’t Let Us Lose was written by Inaugural Poet Richard Blanco to 
honor the legacy of visionary photographer Andy Sweet whose iconic work 
document the community of Holocaust survivors who lived on Miami Beach 
in the 1970’s. The poem was commissioned for the opening of an exhibition 
of Sweet’s photographs during Miami Art Week 2019 @ The Betsy -South 
Beach.            
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